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ABSTRACT

Studies of Substituted Hydrocarbon Monolayers
on Platinum by Means of Auger Electron Spec
troscopy with Electrcchemical Calibration

In electrode reactions and indeed in all chemical reactions

involving solid reagents or catalysts, the electrode-solution inter-

face is of principal importance. For this reason, information con-

cerning the composition and the electronic and atomic structure of

this interface should be helpful in understanding electrode reactions

more fully. Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) and low energy

electron diffraction (LEED) can provide such information, and have

begun to be applied to electrochemically interesting systems.

A commerically available LEED/AES system has been interfaced

to a PDP-ll/45 computer for digital data acquisition and storage of

derivative spectra obtained by the conventional potential modulation/

second harmonic detection scheme of operation. The interface has

been calibrated and an expression, for the collection efficiency of

the retarding field analyzer, based on a layer model for the emitter,

has been derived. In this way, absolute Auger electron yields can

be extracted from the recorded data.

Electrochemical oxidation studies of ethylene, allylamine,

allylacetic acid, chlorotrifluoroethylene, and thiophene have been

performed by potential-step coulometry utilizing an polycrystalline

platinum thin layer electrode (TLE) to determine the number of

electrons transferred per reactant molecule. Reaction mechanisms

consistent with these results are proposed. Saturation coverages

of the compounds adsorbed on the polycrystalline electrode, r (sat),p
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were determined, and the saturation of thiophene determined on a

platinum (100) single crystal TLE, r100 (sa t ) , was used to calculate

the r100 ( sa t ) ' s of the other four compounds for use in the Auger

calculations.

Auger electron spectra of saturation coverages of the same five

compounds on a platinum (100) single crystal surface have been ob

tained. K-1eve1 ionization cross-sections of carbon, nitrogen,

oxygen, and fluorine, and the L23-1eve1 ionization cross-sections

of sulfur and chlorine, calculated from the measured Auger electron

yields, were studied. These are shown to agree reasonably well

with those predicted by the theoretical model of Gryzinski when

backscattering contributions and Coster-Kronig transition proba

bilities are taken into account. This good agreement for a11y

1acetic acid, ch10rotrif10uroethy1ene, and thiophene was obtained

only after normalization of the cross-sections to that determined

for carbon in ethylene. The data imply that the saturation coverages

of these compounds in the vacuum environment are less than in the

solution environment of the TLE. Resolution of this matter requires

further development of a vacuum compatible TLE so that the electro

chemistry can be performed immediately following the Auger analysis

on the same sample.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The influence of solid surfaces on chemical reactions has been

known and exploited in some areas of technology (e.g., petroleum

refining) for many years. However, the reaction mechanisms occuring

at the solid surface are, in many cases, not well understood or known

at all. In electrochemistry the electrode-solution interface plays

a central role in electrode reactions. The double layer model for this

interface proposed independently by Gouy(1,2) and Chapman(3) and

modified by Stern(4) in 1924 represents the interface as a pair of

capacitors in series. This model allows one to include the influence

of the interface in with the electrode potential term. Although the

Gouy-Chapman-Stern model is substantiated by experimental results,

definitive studies of the composition and the electronic and atomic

structures of the interface are necessary to understand thoroughly

the electrode reaction mechanisms.

During the last 10-15 years significant developments in vacuum

technology have resulted in ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) systems, capable

of routinely achieving pressures below 10-8 torr. As a result, several

electron scattering and emission techniques have been developed which

can be used to obtain surface composition and electronic and atomic

structure information from solids. By combining electrochemical

experiments with electron scattering experiments, one should ultimately

obtain a better understanding of electrode reaction mechanisms and the

influence of the interface on them.

Low energy electron diffraction (LEED) and Auger electron spec

troscopy (AES) are complimentary techniques, and together provide

important information about the atomic structure and chemical composition
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of the sample surface. Historically, AES developed as a qualitative

technique, but in the last few years it has become possible to deter

mine relative elemental concentrations from Auger spectra. By com

bining electrochemical experiments with AES it should be possible to

verify theoretical equations for predicting absolute Auger electron

yields.

The work presented in this dissertation includes electrochemical

oxidation studies of several different hydrocarbons adsorbed on a

platinum electrode, the development of a retarding field AES system for

obtaining quantitative Auger information, and comparison of Auger

experiment and theory.
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II. THEORY

A. Electron Spectra

When an electron beam (called the primary beam) of energy greater

than approximately 50eV impinges on a solid material, all but a few

percent of these electrons undergo energy exchange with the material.

Of the few per cent which are elastically scattered, those which are

coherently scattered yield structural information, and if the electron

energy is less than a few hundred eV, this information is restricted

to the first few atomic layers of the material.

The inelastically scattered electrons can be divided into two

general groups. The first group consists of those electrons which

have lost discrete amounts of energy and whose energy varies with the

energy of the primary beam. The amount of energy lost is a function

of the material; thus, these electrons are called "characteristic

loss electrons". The loss mechanism may be an interband transition

in which case a bound electron is excited to state near the Fermi level

of the material, or it may be a plasmon excitation in which case the

unbound electrons in the material are excited into a collective os

cillation at a frequency called the plasmon frequency. The second

group consists of those electrons whose energies are invariant with

the primary beam energy. This group consists of true secondary

electrons (bound electrons which have been excited sufficiently to

survive inelastic scattering processes and to escape the solid),

rediffused primaries (primary electrons which have undergone many

inelastic energy losses), and Auger electrons (electrons which result

from specific atomic energy level transitions and whose energies are

characteristic of the material).
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1. Elastically scattered electrons

The work presented here does not include LEED results; however,

since it is a companion technique (using the same analyzer, operated

in a different electronic configuration) to AES, a brief discussion of

LEED will be presented. Low-energy electron diffraction, as a tech-

nique, is a result of the discovery of the wave nature of electrons,

as suggested by deBroglie in 1924. In 1927 Davisson and Germer(5)

showed that low-energy electrons are predominantly reflected from a

surface, and the directions of the reflected beams could be deter-

mined by considering the surface atoms to function as a two-dimen-

sional diffraction grating. The resulting grating equation is:

where

nA = d(sine - sine)
p

n = an integer

deBroglie wavelength

(1)

d

e,e
p

distance between scattering centers

angle from the surface normal to the diffracted
and incident beams, respectively

The deBroglie wavelength is given by:

hA = p
h =~ lv5pO.4 ~
~p

(2)

where h = Planck's constant

p electron momentum

m = electron mass

e = electronic charge

V accelerating voltage of the incident electrons
p
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Although this single scattering (kinematical) theory allows

surface symmetries to be deduced, a multiple scattering (dynamical)

theory, which accounts for penetration of the incident beam into the

surface a few atomic layers, must be used to explain the diffracted

beam intensities. Multiple scattering introduces the additional

condition for diffraction:

where

nA

d z

d (1 + cos e)
z

interp1anar distance

(3)

Interpretation of diffracted beam intensities will yield unam-

biguous positions of surface atoms; however, the present day multiple

scattering theories have met with only limited success(6,7).

The apparatus (Figure 1) for observing LEED patterns consists of

an electron gun capable of producing an electron beam of variable

energy in the range of approximately 5-200eV, less than 1 rom in

diameter, and directed"norma11y at the sample; and a post-acceleration

LEED optics which consists of four spherically curved grids and a

spherically curved phosphor-coated collector, all of which are con-

centric. Grids 1 and 4 are electrically connected to the sample

which is usually at ground potential, and grids 2 and 3 are connected

together and maintained at a negative potential within a few per cent

of that of the primary beam. This grid pair serves as a highpass

filter, which allows only the elastically scattered electrons to

reach the phosphor. The phosphor collector is maintained at a high

positive potential (5 to 8KeV) to accelerate the diffracted electrons

into the phosphor at high energy to enhance the f10urescence of the

screen. The diffraction spots on the screen can be easily observed

or photographed. For intensity information, the f10urescence spot
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energy level differences in the atom.

7
intensity can be measured directly from the phosphor or from the

photographic film with the aid of a spot photometer, or, more ac-

curately, a small, moveable Faraday collector can be installed in

front of the grid system and positioned to intercept the diffracted

beam directly.

More detailed discussions of LEED can be found in References

6, 7 and 8.

2. The Auger Effect

The interaction of an energetic beam of electrons (or x-rays,

ions, etc.) with an atom may result in a core-level ionization of

that atom if the energy of the beam is greater than the binding energy

of the core level electrons. The resulting core hole of the now

singly ionized atom may be filled by the transition of an electron

from a higher energy level. The energy of such a transition may be

released through emission of a photon (x-ray emission) or may be

transferred to another electron in the atom. If the magnitude of the

energy is greater than the binding energy of this second electron, it,

too, will be excited out of the atom which is now in a doubly ionized

state. This second electron is called an Auger electron, named after

Pierre Auger, who first observed them in 1925 and deduced their

The energy of an Auger electron is primarily a function of the

The emission of a W X Y
a p q

from a metallic solid of atomic number Z is illustrated in Figure 2a.

The energy of the Auger electron outside the solid is

~ X y (Z)
o p q

=~ (Z)-Ey (Z+o)-0 c
o q

(4)
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solid and (b) modification of the Auger kinetic energy by
sample analyzer contact potential.
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are the energies of the atomic levels involvedwhere ~ ,EX and Ey

o p q
in the transition, and 0 isc the work function of the solid. The

(5)

term Ey (Z+o) is used rather than the Ey because the atom is in a
q q

doubly ionized state after Auger emission, and the energies of the

levels will shift to account for this fact. Experiments indicate

that 0 should generally be in the range 0.50 to 0.75(10).

As is suggested in Figure Z, the measured electron kinetic energy

Ek" is not the Auger electron energy, but the Auger energy can be
1.n

obtained by using the equation

~ X Y (Z) = Eki n+ 0Ao p q

where 0A is the work function of the electron analyzer (i.e., the

grids in a LEED/Auger optics). The difference between the sample

and the analyzer work functions is defined as the contact potential

o .cp

B. Auger Electron spectroscopy(ll)

1. Nomenclature

The W X Y , or x-ray, notation is commonly used in the Auger
o p q

literature to describe Auger electrons and transitions although,

as will be illustrated, it does not adequately describe all possible

transitions. Consider an initial vacancy in the K level. This

vacancy can be filled by an electron from an outer level, e.g.,

the LZlevel, and an L3 level electron may be ejected from the atom.

Such a transition would be a KLZ L
3

Auger transition. This nomenclature

would predict six KLL transitions: KL1Ll KLlLZ KL1L3 KLZLZ KL ZL3 KL 3L3;

however, the number of transitions from a K-state to a final state

with two vacancies in the L-level is usually nine. The fact that



we have assigned definite values to 0, p and q means that we have

assigned good quantum numbers to the total angular momentum of the

10

individual electrons in the X and Y levels, i.e., pure j-j coupling.

A full description of the Auger process can be given only in terms

of the total number of final states resulting from two electron

vacancies. For KLL transitions, atoms may have the final state L-

2s
2 2p4, 2sl 5 0 6level electron configurations: 2p , and 2s 2p.

In the extreme case in which there is no spin-orbit interaction

and the electrostatic interaction is negligibly small, and for which

the electrons move in a central potential V(r), these three con-

figurations are degenerate in energy (Figure 3a). Screening and

coulomb interaction removes the degeneracy and the resulting levels

have different orbital angular momentum (Figure 3b). Exchange

interactions split these levels into trip~et and singlet states,

some of which (dashed lines) are excluded by the Pauli principle

(Figure 3c). Introduction of spin-orbit interaction further splits

the levels into ten states of definite total angular momentum

(Figure 3d).

In order to decide which levels are allowed final states for an

Auger transition, the law of conservation of momentum and parity

must be considered. Auger transitions from the initial 2S1 state of
~

h 1 1 f" 3 f h 2 22 4 f' .t e s con 19uratlon to any P states 0 t e s p con 19uratlon

violate the law of conservation of parity and are therefore for-

bidden which reduces the number of allowed final states to seven

(Figure 3e) if pure L-S coupling is assumed. For low Z elements

where spin-orbit interaction can be neglected, only five final

states are allowed. However, if an intermediate coupling scheme
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is assumed, the eigenfunctions of the system, ~, can be represented

by linear combinations of Russell-SaundeTs functions, ~ , of the same
o

total angular momentum in which case the eigenfunctions of the 3p

2 4states of the 2s 2p configuration will then have contributions

from the IS and In states and transitions to these mixed states
o 2

are now possible without violating the law of conservation of parity.

In this intermediate coupling scheme, nine final states are allowed

(Figure 3f) and if configuration interaction is allowed, a tenth

state would be allowed by 3Pl and lP
l

contributions from the 2sl 2p5

f · . h 3p f h 2 22 4 f . .con 19urat10n to tel state 0 t e s peon 19urat1on.

For heavy elements, the spin-orbit interaction is dominant and

each electron has a definite total angular momentum j and is in a

definite £, j state. For an electron in the 1-level there are

three £, j states: 0, 1/2; 1,1/2; 1,3/2 which are assigned the

familiar notation 11, 1 2, and 1
3•

A two-electron state is described

by the £, j values of both electrons, and the j-j coupling scheme

gives six final states for the K1L Auger transitions (figure 3g):

Obviously, the W X Y notation is based on j-j coupling and
o p q

should therefore be valid only for high Z elements; however, its

use is justified in the intermediate coupling region because some

transitions are not experimentally observed due to insufficient

resolution or low intensity. An ur-ambiguous notation of Auger

lines is given in terms of the limits to which they tend for extreme

j-j and 1-S coupling. The nine KL1 lines are thus specified:

Figure 4 shows how the calculated
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relative KLL line positions expected for low Z elements develop into

a nine-line spectrum for elements with intermediate coupling and then

degenerates to a six-line spectrum for j-j coupling at high Z(12) •

It should be noted that the assignment of a W X Y notation to an
o p q

observed Auger transition is tentative since it is primarily based on

the agreement obtained when compared with calculated Auger transition

energies; however, the assignment can often times be substantiated by

applying additional experimental tests. These are(13)

i. Varying the incident electron energy, E , across thep

threshold for ionization of the Wo level, Ew(Z). Auger

peaks which occur only at E > Ew (Z) strongly suggest
p 0

participation of the W level in the transition.
o

ii. The Auger peak shape and intensity for a given transition

may be expected to remain fairly constant for neighboring

elements in a given row of the periodic table, and the

energy of the transition should vary monotonically with Z.

iii. The peak shape and intensity could be expected to change

significantly with changes in the chemical state of the

element if one or more valence electrons is involved.

2. Peak Intensity

Calculating the intensity to be expected for a given Auger transi-

tion W X Y requires knowledge of the ionization probability of the
o p q

core level W , the probability of an Auger transition occuring, as
o

opposed to some other de-excitation process, and the probability for

the Auger electron to escape the solid.
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a. Ionization probability

Th b f h . . d . .. 1 f 1 (14,15,16)ere are a num er 0 t eor~es an sem~-emp~r~ca ormu as

which describe the ionization cross-section Q of a core level Ew upon

impact by electrons of energy E. For values of E typically used in
p p

Auger electron spectroscopy, the formula of Gryzinski(15) derived from

a classical theory of inelastic c~llisions based on Coulomb interactions

yields the best fit to experimental values (17) (although the experi-

mental data base is quite small) and is the method applied in the work

presented here. Gryzinski's formula is:

(J
o

where

Qwo (Ep'~o) t~:)2][qwo (UlJ

= TIe4Z 2 = 6.56 x lO-14 eV2cm2p

Z = the charge of the bombarding particle in unitsp
of the elementary charge

qw (U) = l(U-l )3/2 ~l = 1(1 - ~u)ln [2.7 + (U+I)1/2]]U U+I
0

U = E lEw
p 0

(6)

A graph of qw (U) versus reduced energy U is shown in Figure 5. It
o

is obvious from the graph, that to optimize ionization of level W ,
o

one should use a primary electron beam of energy E ~ 4Ew. The total
p 0

ionization cross-section for an atom is simply the suru over all levels

W of the product of the ionization cross-section of each level with
o

the electron population ~ of that level, i.e.,
o

(7)
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b. Transition probability(18)

The rate of an Auger process is determined by the energy transfer

probability between the electrons in the various energy levels. Theo-

retical Auger transition probabilities require evaluation of transition

matrix elements of the form:

where D and E are the direct and exchange matrix elements, respec-

tively, and ~i(r) and ~f(r) are the initial and final state wave

functions of each of the electrons at the appropriate relative posi-

tions r l and r 2•

The total transition rate for the radiationless decay of a given

excited state is the appropriately weighted sum of the transition

probabilities, a
i f,

obtained from Equation 10 for all possible allowed

radiationless transitions.

Many calculations of the type indicated above, using many different

models have been performed, and Bambynek et al. (18) have presented

an extensive review of the subject.

Auger transition probabilities can also be obtained from a knowledge

of the transition probabilities of the competing de-excitation processes,

namely, x-ray emission and Coster-Kronig transitions. X-ray emission

occurs when an electron from an outer level decays into the core hole
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as in an Auger transition, but the energy is released in the form

of a photon. A Coster-Kronig transition is the decay of an electron

with the same principle quantum number into the core hole, e.g., an

LZ electron to an Ll hole and subsequent excitation of another electron,

sayan L
3•

The sum of all these probabilities is unity:

w.+ a. + E f.. = 1
1. 1. j=i+l 1.J

(11)

where a.
1.

w.
1.

f .. =
1.J

Auger transition probability after ionization of
the ith level

x-ray flourescence yield for an ith level ionization

Coster Kronig probabilities from the jth level to
the ith level

(lZ)

In the case of initial ionizations in the K-level, Coster-Kronig

transitions are not possible and the problem is greatly simplified.

The variation of K-level flourescence yield with atomic number Z is

predicted with an accuracy of 0.005 by the expression originally

proposed by Wenzel(19) and modified by Burhop(ZO) to include rela-

tivistic effects and screening

[wKI (l-w
K

) ] 11 4
= A + BZ + CZ

3

where the values of the constants, determined by Hagedoorn and

wapstra(Zl) are A=6.4 x 10-Z, B=3.40 x 10-Z, and C=1.03 x 10-6.

K-level x-ray flourescence yields calculated from Equation lZ and

the resulting K11 Auger transition probabilities from Equation 17

are listed in Table I for the elements examined in this work.

McGuire has calculated 1-level flourescence yields and Coster

Kronig probabilities for a number of elements(ZZ). His total

x-ray yields for the M-level (valence) to LZ,3-level transitions of

chlorine and sulfur are also listed in Table I. Since the 1 Z- and



Table 1.

X-ray Fluorescence Yields and Auger Transition Probabilities
for Carbon, Nitrogen, Oxygen, Fluorine, Sulfur) and Chlorine
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Element z
X-ray

fluorescence
yield

a,
w

Auger.
transition

probabili t.y , a

C 6 -3 0.9%85.149xlO

7 -3 0.9917N 8.289xlO

0 8 -3 0.987312.663xlO

9 -3 0.9815F 18. 544xlO

S 16 -4 0.99972.9xlO

Cl 17 -4 O~9998
2.3xlO

aw for C, N, 0 artd F calculated by Equation 12)
L2,3 -r K

w for Sand C1 from Reference 26.
H-r LZ 3,
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L
3-levels

are so close in energy, they can be treated as a single

energy level and Coster-Kronig transitions are not possible. There-

fore, the Auger transition probabilities for the LZ,3 MM transitions

of chlorine and sulfur differ from unity only by the x-ray flourescence

yields.

Although all the Auger transition probabilities in Table I are

essentially unity, Coster-Kronig transitions must also be considered

when calculating ionization cross-sections. For the LZ,3 MM Auger

transitions the effective ionization cross-section is larger than

that calculated by Equation 6 because L1LZ,3 Coster-Kronig transitions

create additional vacancies in the LZ,3 level. The effective ioni-

zation cross-section can be obtained from the expression

Q (effective) n Q + f ~ Q (13)
LZ,3 LZ,3 LZ,3 I Z,3 1 L1

where ~ and ~ are electron populations and f 1 Z,3 is the
2,3 1

L-Ieve1 Coster-Kronig transition probability. McGuire's values

for the L1LZ,3 Coster-Kronig transition probabilities for sulfur

and chlorine are 0.968 and 0.964, respectively.

c. Detected volume

In order to obtain quantitative information from Auger spectra,

i.e., determine atomic concentrations, the volume of the sample

contributing to the signal must be specified. This volume is deter-

mined by the penetration depth of the primary electrons which is

dependent upon their mean free path length 1 in the material beingp

examined; the mean free path length of the Auger electrons 1 ;a

geometry considerations of the detector; and the physical distribution

of the emitting element within the sample.
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Electron attenuation by solids is an active area of research;

however, it is still not certain how the electron mean free path

length varies with material composition and with energy. Powell

has prepared a compilation of available experimental data and derived

an expression for predicting their lengths (23) •

Attenuation of the primary electron beam of energy E =2000eV
p

by a layer of thickness D= 3 x 10-10 m results in an effective

primary beam current within the layer of approximately 0.8 times the

incident current. This assumes exponential attenuation, angle of

o -10incidence G.=73 , and electron mean free path 1 =20 x 10 m.
1 p

However, most energy losses appear to be only a few eV so the ine1asti-

cally scattered primaries will still ha7e energies much greater than

the ionization energy Ew of the core level; therefore, primary

electron attenuation can be neglected. The angle of incidence of

the primary electron beam has been shown to significantly affect

the Auger peak intensities from adsorbed 1ayers(24). The intensity

varies approximately as sec G., which results from the fact that a
1

at glancing angle of incidence the effective number of bombarded

atoms is larger. The optimum angle of incidence is generally in

the range 600 to 800
, 730 being used in this work. The detected

volume is also, and usually more significantly, affected by the

relatively shorter mean free path lengths of Auger electrons, and

in general the detected volume varies from element to element which

further complicates quantitative interpretation of Auger intensities.

d. Collection efficiency

In the present work the electron energy analyzer was a LEED

optics operated as a retarding field energy analyzer; therefore, only
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those electrons which are emitted, or scattered into the solid angle

subtended by the collector are measured. The limits, 81 and 82, of

the collector are defined in Figure 13 and are 40 and 600
, respectively.

Assuming isotropic emission and exponential attenuation of Auger

electrons from a layer of thickness D, the angular distribution of

the intensity, 1(8), is given by

I

t ~ )l(e) 0 ex - x dx=
47TD o la cose

I 1• cosa [
ex

p
( - 1.DcosaJll(e) 0 (14)or, 47TD 1

where 1 = mean-free-path of Auger electrons in the layera material

D layer thickness

8 = angle of emission measured from the sample normal

I total emission intensity
0

Application of Equation 14 requires a knowledge of both D and 1 ;
a

however, the quantity D/l can be related to the total layer con
a

centration f
T

, molecules/cm2, and an inelastic scattering cross-section,

2
aT' cm , of material T. The definition of electron mean free path is:

1
a

where PT = density of substance T

~ atomic, or molecular. weight of T

aT inelastic scattering cross-section of T

N Avagadro's number
0

however,
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and therefore,

(15)

Powell (23) has used dielectric theory to describe the scattering of

low energy electrons, and has dervied a simple expression for pre-

dieting inelastic scattering cross-sections using either knowledge

of the complex dielectric constant or, more approximately, estimates

(16)

of the

or,

electron excitation energies based on binding energies:

~ 27fe
4 LNi In ( 2mV

2
)

"r V2 . liE. liE.m ].]. ].

~ 6.5lxlO-
14

\' Ni f4Ea) 2
"r - E l.,.. liE. ln liE. cm

a ].]. ].

where N.
].

liE.
].

Ea

number of electron in the ith level available
for excitation

= average excitation energy of electrons in the
ith level

energy of the Auger electrons

It is expected that Equation 16 would be useful for E >20 E.•a ].

The most significant contributions to crT are due to excitation of

valence electrons and core electrons with relatively small binding

energy «lOOeV); therefore, this expression should apply for electron

energies greater than about 500eV. The applicability of this ex-

pression as E approaches LiE. is uncertain, and more work is required
o ].

in this area.

The validity of Equation 14 can be assessed by comparing it to

the experimental results obtained by Harris(29) for a carbon layer

on a molybdenum substrate. Equation 14 normalized to unity at 9=00

and Harris' data (open circles) are plotted in polar coordinates in
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Figure 6. The amount of carbon present was not known, so a value

of 0.728, corresponding to one monolayer, was assumed for the quantity

nil. It is obvious from the figure that Equation 14 fits the data
a

reasonably well, and that a cosine distribution, also shown in the

figure, is a poor approximation, particularly when using a detector

with a large solid angle of acceptance.

The collector efficiency, 0c ' is simply the integral of Equation 14

between the angular limits of the optics times the transmittance, K,

of the grid system Equations 17 and 18.

Kl
t~OSg [1-",+ D

)]Sine0c
a de (17)=--

2D 1 coseel
a

0c
K t z [ (rTcrT ~ . de (18)2f
ToT

cose l-exp - cose S1ne

e l

where Equation 15 has been substitued for nil •a

The energy dependence of 0c ' through 0T' is gradual (Table II)

over the range of energies included in an Auger peak (approx.cnately

15% over a range of 50eV). It is, therefore, convenient to treat

0
c

as an energy-independent term, evaluated at the average energy

of the Auger transition.

In the case of small n where attenuation can be neglected, the

collector efficiency is:

K 0 00c = 2 (cos 4 - cos 60 ) = 0.1070

e. Backscattering factor.

(19)

As discussed in Section A, electron bombardment of a solid pro-

duces elastically scattered electrons, inelastically scattered

electrons, secondary electrons, and Auger electrons all of which can
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Table II,

Energy Dependence of the CoUcctor Efficiency

Electron Inelastic
Energy, Scattering CollectoraCross-section, ar , ntoms Efficiency,

eV aXlo15) 2 ~ccm

------- ~

100.0 1.033 1. .343 0.04977

150.0 0.7618 0.990.1 0.05941

200.0 0.6104 0.7935 0.0661.2

250.0 0.5126 0.666Lf 0.07109

300.0 0.4437 0.)/68 0.07492

350.0 0.3923 0 • .1)00 0.07799

400.0 0.2698 0.3507 0.08608

450.0 0.2057 0.2674 0.09081

500.0 0.1.680 0.2181+ 0.09376

550.0 0.1429 0.1858 0.09581

600.0 0.1249 0.1624 0.09731

650.0 0.1113 0.1447 0.09847

a One monolayer of Carbon was assumed)

r := L 30xlO1.5 atoms/cm2

26
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contribute to the ionization of level W provided their energies are

greater than ~. This effect is accounted for by the backscattering
o

factor s.

Since very few data are available from which to calculate s,

(25 26) (27)some workers ' have resorted to the use of calculations

developed for electrons in the 10KeV energy range. Others have

described an iterative procedure which, although promising, has the

drawback that it involves tedious experiments and calculations which

must be repeated for each combination of incident energy and sub

strate and adsorbed material (28) •

In the present work, a direct approach has been used to calculate

s. Only those electrons N (E) emitted or scattered from the substrate
s

into the adsorbed layer contribute to the ionization of level W,

and the magnitude of their contribution is determined by the product

of N (E) with the ionization cross-section Q(E) of level W for all
s

energies in the range ~T < E < E. If N (E) is assumed to follow-w - - p s

a cosine distribution(29) and the electron path length through the

adsorbed layer is proportional to sece, the backscattering factor

per incident electron is given by:
E

s =~f Pr Tr
/
2

Q(E)sece N (E)cose sine de dE (20)
IpTr EW 0 s

or,
Q(E) N (E)dE

s

Values of N (E) required to evaluate s can be calculated from the
s

measured electron distribution A (E) obtained from a clean substrate
s

by means of Equation 21 which normalizes A (E) for experimental para
s

meters and geometries.



A (E) {kK j21T[fl2
28

N (E) = cosfl sinfl dfl (21)
s s 1T fl

o 1

or N (E) = 0.6242 A (E)s s

where N (E) true energy distribution emitted from the samples

A (E) = measured energy distributions

k = modulation amplitude

K = transmission of grid system

angular acceptance of analyzer

The required values of Q(E) can be obtained from Equation 6.

A plot of N (E), Q(E) for a carbon layer, and the product N (E)·Q(E)
s s

are shown in Figure 7.

f. Total Auger yield

Collecting all of the preceding terms results in an expression

for the total Auger yield I for a specific transition from an element
a

present in a surface concentration of r as follows:
a

I = I (Q secfl. + s) a 0 0 r (22)a p 1 a t c a

For the purpose of surface quantitative analysis, the non-instrumental

variable can be combined into a single factor G, which can be used as

an empirically determined proportionality constant between observed

Auger current, I , and surface concentration, r .
a a

I
a

I 'IJ r Gp c a
(23)

G = (Q secfl. + s) a 'IJ
1 a t

Theoretical values of Q, s, and G, calculated by means of Equations

6, 20 and 24 for various elements adsorbed on a platinum (100) crystal
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are listed in Table III and plotted in Figures 8, 9 and 10.

The term 0t represents the fraction of all possible W X Y
o P q

transitions resulting from a given W core-level ionization repre
o

sented by the measured Auger intensity. In the present work, the

intensity was measured over a sufficient energy range to include

all possible W X Y transitions; therefore, 0 is unity.
o p q t

c. Electrochemistry in Thin Layers of Solution

The theory and practice of thin-layer electrochemistry has been

rather completely reviewed elsewhere(30,31) and only those methods

and equations utilized in this work will be presented here.

Thin-layer electrodes (TLE) confine the reactant within a thin

-3layer « 10 cm) at the electrode surface. Since this dimension

is usually much smaller than the diffusion layer thickness which

would exist under semi-infinite diffusion conditions, diffusion

controlled mass transfer is usually insignificant. Therefore, the

equations governing thin-layer electrodes reduce to simple combi-

nations of Faraday's law with the Nernst equation (for chemically

or electrochemically irreversible reactions).

1. Vol tammetry

Linear-potentia1-sweep vo1tammetry is generally a convenient

starting point for TLE studies of new systems, often providing an

indication as to the concentration, reaction rates, formal or standard

potentials, stoichiometries, electrical double layer dependences, and

n values of the reactant couples, including those stemming from the

electrode material and solvent. Most reactions proceed to completion
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Table III.

Theoretical Ionization Cross-sections,
Backscattering Factors, and G-factor::>

Core-level Core-level Ionization Backscattering
10 20Element Population Ionization Cross-section Factor Gx

n Energy, Ew 20 2
10

20
cm

2
Q x 10 em s x

Li 2 55 266. 628. 1537.

Be 2 110 114. 132. 522.

B 2 188 55.7 39.8 230.

C 2 284 30.3 15.0 119.

N 2 399 17.3 6.28 65.5

0 2 532 10.1 2.75 37.3

F 2 682 5.82 1.21 21.1.

Sa 6 164 2l~2. 193. 1019.

C1
a

6 201 184. 123. 753.

aThe Q-, s-, and G-values for Sand Cl have been corrected for Coster-
Kronig transition effects.
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within about ±2RT/FV of their peak potentials and the products are

retained in the thin-layer cavity for examination on subsequent

scans. Thus, a rather complete description of even a complicated

reaction sequence can often be obtained from a single repetitive-

scan experiment.

The systems

to the equation:

studied in this work react irreversibly according

R(ads) + Ox + ne- (25)

The expression for the current-potential behavior of such a reaction

is obtained(32) by combining Faraday's law, written in differential

form:

i = nFA(drR/dt) (26)

where i = d.c. current component, amp

n = net number of electrons transferred per molecule
of reactant

F = Faraday constant, Coulombs equiv-1

A electrode area, 2= cm

rate of change of the reduced species concentration

with the Tafel equation, written in the form appropriate for the

reaction of interest, such as,

[* ]i * 0 (1- Ct)F 0 (27)= nFA k l"YR 1 r R exp RT (E-E )

* 0 standard electrochemical rate constant,
-1

where k = apparent cm sec

R

T

activity coefficient of the reduced species

f . f h d d . mole cm- 2
= sur ace concentrat1on 0 t e re uce speC1es,

observed value of charge-transfer coefficient

-1 0 -1
ideal gas constant, joule mole K

o
temperature, K
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E = electrode potential relative to a reference electrode,
volts

EO = formal (reduction) potential, volts

and other symbols are as defined in Equation 26.

For simplicity in describing irreversible reactions, the current due

to the back reaction has been noted to be negligible as the forward

reaction proceeds(30). In the above equations, the activity of the

reduced species 1aR has been represented by a linear isotherm, Equation

28.

(28)

Integration of the combined Equations 26 and 27 leads to experimental

expression for the anodic current-potential curve observed at a thin-

layer electrode, Equation 29.

~exp
*

i * 0 0 (1- a.)F(E_Eo)
a nFA k 1'YR 1fR RT

* 0

exp [(1;;0.) F(E_EO)]}RT k l'YR (29)
*(1- a.)F(-r)

The analogous expression for the cathodic current-potential curve is:

i
c

* 0RT k l'YOx

*a.F(-r)

i -*a.F 0
exp -----(E-E ) RT

[ * ] ~- a.F 0
exp Ir.r(E-E ) (30)

where i, i
a c

anodic and cathodic d.c. current components, amp

-1
r = sweep rate, volt sec

and other symbols are as defined in Equations 26 and 27.
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2. Potential-step Coulometry(3l)

Since charge is the time integral of current, the area under the

thin-layer current-potential curve corresponds to the charge required

to electrolyze all the reactant in the TLE cavity, and is given by

Faraday's law. From an experimental point of view, it is advantageous

to instantaneously step the electrode potential from a potential

before the reaction to a value past the peak where the reaction goes

virtually to completion, and electronically integrate the resulting

current.

If the reactant is adsorbed, as in this work, the limiting charge

q is given by:

(31)

where qb is the value of the charge due to double-layer charging

(about 10 ~c/cm2) and background reactions, e.g., electrolysis of

2the solvent, electrolyte, electrode surface, (about 30 to 100 ~c/cm ).

The presence of an adsorbed species can change the value of qb from

that obtained in the absence of reactant; however, the effect of the

reactant on background reactions can be determined by measuring the

charge required to return the electrode to the initial potential

providing the products formed from the reactant are electrochemically

inactive, and the change in the double-layer charging contribution

can be assumed negligible as is the case when the reactant is an

uncharged species. Therefore, in favorable cases, qb is the charge

measured in the absence of the reactant.
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III. EXPERIMENTAL

A. Electrochemistry.

1. Apparatus

Electrochemical studies of the chemisorbed compounds were carried

out on a conventional polycrystalline platinum thin-layer electrode

(TLE) such as described in Reference 31 and shown in Figure 11.

Potential control (for both linear-potential-sweep voltammetry and

potential-step coulometry), current measurement, and charge measure-

ment were provided by a home-built potentiostat utilizing operational

amplifiers (Figure 12). This basic design potentiostat is capable

of providing potential sweep rates from about 0.2 mV/sec to 100 mV/sec,

-8and of measuring currents as small as about 1 x 10 amps. Potential

reference was a calomel electrode, prepared .with IF NaCl instead of

KCl to avoid precipitation of KCl04 at the junction. The potential

of this electrode is 65 mV more positive than a saturated calomel

electrode when the intervening solution is IF HCl04•

2. Procedures

Electrode surface pretreatment is known to be of extreme im-

portance in obtaining reproducible electrochemical behavior of pla-

tinum thin-layer electrodes. The TLE used in this work had previously

been subjected to the harsh pretreatment, consisting of repeated

heating in an oxidizing methane-oxygen flame and quenching in con-

centrated perchloric acid, required to remove gross amounts of con-

tamination, and it was necessary only to alternately oxidize (l.2V

NaCE) and reduce (-0.2V NaCE) the electrode in IF HCl04, followed

by equilibration at 0.l5V NaCE, prior to each experiment. This
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procedure appears to leave the electrode surface in a reproducible

state with a minimum of adsorbed hydrogen and oxygen(32).

a. n-va1ue

The number of electrons, n, transferred per reactant molecule

was determined in the following way. For liquid compounds, standard

-5solutions with concentrations in the range 2 - 3 x 10 F were prepared

by dissolving known amounts of the compounds in pure water. The clean

electrode was exposed to a known, fixed volume of solution by filling

-6the TLE cavity (3.88 x 10 1.) one or two times for a minimum of

60 seconds per filling. Following exposure, the electrode was rinsed

a minimum of 20 times with pure electrolyte (IF HC10
4).

Potentia1

step cou1ometry was then performed to determine the total oxidative

charge, which corresponds to oxidation of the hydrocarbon layer as

well as oxidation of the platinum surface. Faraday's law can then

be used to calculate the n-va1ue for the reaction.

For gaseous samples, the clean electrode was exposed directly

to a gas stream for 1 minute, or to three 30-second exposures, in

the manner described above, to saturated 1F HC104 solutions prepared

by bubbling the gas through a few milliliters of pure electrolyte for

15 minutes or longer. Either exposure method gave the same result

with the reproducibility of the solution exposures being somewhat

better. In order to determine the free surface area remaining after

coating with the organic, the coated electrode was exposed to a water

-4solution of KI (approximately 5 x 10 F) for 1 minute followed by

20 rinses with pure electrolyte. The total oxidative charge due to

oxidation of the hydrocarbon layer, the platinum surface, and I to

r0
3

was determined by potential-step coulometry. Immediately
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following oxidation, the coverage of I was determined by measuring

the total charge required for reduction of 10; to I. By assuming

that the number of surface sites, m, required for adsorption of each

organic molecule is two, and that iodide also requires two surface

. .. -2 d _2(32,33) h f hs1tes per 10n, 1.e., m - an m
I

- - , t e coverage 0 t eorg

organic can be calculated from the expression:

(32)

(33)

where, r is the concentration of surface sites of the electrodemax

(to be determined 1ater~ The 1- oxidation contribution to the total

oxidative charge can be calculated from the measured 1- coverage:

Ox 6 Red
qI- = 5 qIO

3

where 6 and 5 are the n-va1ues for the oxidation and reduction re-

actions, respectively. The oxidative charge due to the hydrocarbon

layer can be determined from the expression:

Oxq measured (34)

Finally, the n-va1ue for oxidation of the organic can be calculated

from Faraday's law.

b. Saturation coverages

Saturation coverages were determined by treating the electrode

with solutions of the compounds in the following manner. Appropriate

amounts of the liquid compounds were dissolved in pure water to give

solution concentrations of 5 - 10x10-3F so that a single filling of

the TLE cavity would provide at least a 10-fo1d excess reactant,

based on a surface site density of 14.85 x 1014 sites/cm2, an electrode

area of 1.15 cm2, and a TLE volume of 3.88 x 10-6 1. The electrode
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was exposed to a single filling of the reactant solution for at least

30 minutes to insure saturation coverage had been attained. Saturated

solutions of the gaseous compounds were prepared as described above

and the electrode was exposed to three fillings of these solutions

for 30 seconds per filling. Potential-step coulometry was used to

determine the total oxidative charge from which the saturation

coverage, f(sat), could be calculated by means of Faraday's law.

c. Surface site occupancy

Since quantitative solutions of the liquid compounds could be

made and used to determine the n-value of the oxidation reactions, it

becomes possible to determine the number of s~rface sites, m, re-

quired for adsorption of a reactant molecule. The experimental

procedure is the same as that described above for determining the

n-value of gaseous compounds, but the calculations are as follows.

Equations 33 and 34 and Faraday's law are used to calculate the

surface concentrations of the organic compound and of the iodide,

then Equation 32 is solved for the value of m , the number of
org

surface sites per organic molecule.

d. Surface site density

Assuming the polycrystalline platinum electrode surface consists

of close-packed arrangements of platinum atoms, the site density would

be 1.51 x 1015 sites/cm2• Saturation coverage experiments with 1

give results consistent with this model(34); however, experimental

difficulties prevent determination of a precise site density. At

saturation coverage, the time required for oxidation of all the 1-

to 10; is several minutes, during which time some of the 10; may diffuse
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out of the TLE cavity which would result in a low charge value for

the reduction of 10; to I. Another difficulty is believed to result

from the more concentrated iodide solutions required to insure satura-

tion coverage, and from subsequent adsorption of 1- on the glass

walls of the TLE cavity. The amount of iodide adsorbed on the glass

will depend on such variables as the cleanliness of the glass and

the number of times the TLE is rinsed with pure electrolyte prior to

the potential-step coulometry.

In the present work, the initial value of 1.51 x 1015 sites/cm
2

-9 2(2.50 x 10 mole/cm) was used to determine the site occupancy of

thiophene. Since this value was very close to 2.0, it was assigned

-9 2the precise value of 2.0 and a new site density (2.47 x 10 mole/cm)

was calculated and used in all other calculations. The thiophene

data were chosen for this calculation because the thiophene system

was well behaved and very reproducible.

e. Coverages on a Pt(lOO) electrode

Since the Auger electron spectra were measured from adlayers on

a Pt(lOO) single crystal and the electrochemically determined coverages

were measured on a polycrystalline electrode, these coverages must be

adjusted to account for any differences in adsorption, as well as

the differences in surface site density, between the polycrystalline

electrode and the single crystal. A Pt(lOO) single crystal TLE had

been constructed and was available for a limited period of time;

therefore, only the thiophene system was studied to obtain the required

conversion factor. The single crystal TLE was of the same basic design

as the conventional polycrystalline TLE shown in Figure 11 except that
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the electrode was a right parallelepiped, the faces of which were

well oriented and polished (100) crystal faces, and the precision

capillary was specially formed to have the appropriate cross-section.

The single crystal electrode was treated with thiophene and iodide

solutions in the same manner as the po1ycrysta11ine electrode, and

the area A of the electrode was determined by the expression:

A =(qthio + :11-_)1 IF f
100

(max )n
t h i o

y. (35)

where qthio and qr- were determined by potential-step cou1ometry,

-9 2and f 100 (max ) = 2.16 x 10 mole/em, n t hi o = 12, and n1- = 5. This

procedure for experimentally determining the area was necessary because

fabrication of the glass TLE cavity of rectangular cross-section was

extremely difficult and resulted in a cavity shorter than the electrode

and a physical measurement of the electrode surface actually parti-

cipating in the reaction was not possible.

-2The clean electrode was then exposed to an approximately 1 x 10 F

solution of thiophene for 30 minutes and potential-step cou10metry

performed to determine the saturation coverage. The proportionality

constant is simply the ratio of the saturation coverage determined

on the single crystal electrode to that determined on the po1ycry-

sta11ine one, Equation 36.

f 100( s a t )

P.C. = f (sat)
p

0.766 (36)

B. Auger Electron Spectroscopy

1. Sample

The platinum sample used in the Auger experiments was an accurately
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oriented, highly polished Pt(lOO) single crystal disk approximately

9mm in diameter and lmm thick. A single crystal rod of platinum

was obtained from the Materials Research Crop., Orangeburg, NY 10962

(Marz grade, 99.99% minimum nominal purity), and was oriented by

standard x-ray back-reflection Laue techniques(35,36). The sample

disk was cut from the oriented rod, polished by standard metallo-

graphic procedures, spot welded to two 26 gao platinum wires for

attachment to a sample holder, and etched in hot aqua regia for

for approximately two minutes. The sample was then attached to a

standard, high precision sample manipulator, and installed in the

Auger spectrometer.

2. Auger Spectrometer.

The Auger experiments were performed in a commercially available

(Varian Associates, Palo Alto, California 94303) LEED/AES ultra-

high vacuum (UHV) system which had been slightly modified as will be

described below. The basic UHV system consists of an all stainless

steel chamber, 220 l/sec ion pump, titanium sublimation pump, liquid

nitrogen cryo-pump, sorption roughing pumps, gas inlet manifold with

its own 20 lis ion pump, vacuum gauges, bakeout heaters capable of

o250 C, and all the associated electronic control units. The instru-

ments included with the UHV system were the LEED/AES optics, normal

incidence (LEED) and glancing incidence (Auger) electron guns, ion

bombardment gun, quadrupole mass spectrometer, a high-precision sample

manipulator, and all their associated electronic control units.

In order to minimize the total volume of sample gas, or vapor,

introduced into the vacuum to attain saturation coverages, the variable
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leak valve through which the gas was admitted to the main system

from the gas inlet manifold was modified. A stainless steel adapter

TM
was fabricated which enabled a standard stainless steel Swage10k

fitting (part number SS-400-6-4TSW) to be welded to the leak valve

seat assembly (Varian, model 953-5050) for attachment of a piece of

1/4" o.d. stainless steel tubing. The length and shape of the tubing

were such that its exit end was within a few centimeters of the p1a-

tinum sample, and a narrow gas stream was defined, and directed at

the sample, by a 20 gao syringe needle attached to the tubing. In

this way, the partial pressure of the sample gas at the platinum

surface could be several orders of magnitude greater than that in the

entire vacuum system.

The Auger electron energy analyzer was four-grid LEED/AES optics

(Varian, model 981-0127) operated in the retarding field mode. The

transmittance of the analyzer grid system was 0.43 (0.81 per grid),

and the angular acceptance of the collector was from 9
1

= 4
0

to

92 = 60
0

measured with respect to the sample normal. Electronic

control of the analyzer was provided by a power supply and oscillator

(Varian, model 981-2145, and 981-2602, respectively). Since the

electron collector contains a poorly conducting phosphor coating for

observing LEED patterns, it is necessary to provide a few hundred

volts of positive bias to the collector to insure that all the electrons

are collected, and therefore, it is necessary to isolate the detection/

measurement electronics from the bias voltage. This isolation was

conveniently provided by an audiotransformer (Ouncer, UTCO-26) which

coupled the collector to the lock-in amplifier (Princeton Applied

Research, model 128 (modified), Princeton, NJ 08540) whose output
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is a d.c. voltage proportional to the rms a.c. input signal. This

d.c. output was then displayed on an x-y recorder, and digitized

and stored by a computer.

The operation of a LEED!AES optics as a retarding field energy

analyzer will now be discussed. A diagram of a four grid optics

and the associated electronics for obtaining electron energy spectra

is shown in Figure 13. The first and fourth grids of the optics

are maintained at the same potential as the sample, usually ground,

as in LEED; however, the second and third grids, as a pair, no longer

track the beam voltage as in LEED, but are connected to a programmable

d.c. voltage supply which provides the negative retarding voltage

VR. In this configuration, the grid system acts as a high pass

filter, i.e., only those electrons emitted by, or scattered from,

the sample with kinetic energies greater than eVR will reach the

collector; therefore, the collected current leV), is the integral

of the electron energy distribution, N (E), from the sample(37),
s

Equation 37, Figure 14

(37)

where the collected current at a retarding voltage VR

energy distribution entering the analyzer

Tharp and Scheibner(38) demonstrated that the energy distribution

could readily be obtained by adding a small sinusoidal modulation

voltage, of amplitude k and angular frequency w, to VR and using

a synchronous-phase sensitive detector, i.e., lock-in amplifier,

to measure the collected current. Harris (39) , using an electrostatic
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sector analyzer, showed that the sensitivity for Auger electrons

could be greatly increased by electronic differentiation of the

N (E) distribution, and Weber and Peria(40) demonstrated that the
s

same technique could be applied when using a LEED optics as a

retarding field energy analyzer. The technique is based on the

fact that the collected current, which contains a d.c. component

plus an a.c. component resulting from the modulation voltage

(V = V + sin wt), can be expanded as a Taylor series, Equation 38.R 0

= r(V ) + k
o

sin (38)

k3 . 3 d3r
s~n wt

3! dV 3
o

k
4 . 4+ s~n wt

4!
k5 . 5

s~n wt
5!

and expansion of the sine terms and rearrangement results in

Equation 39,

r(v
R

) = «v : + [k
2

d
2r

+ k
4

d
4r

+ ... ]+
o 4 dV 2 64 dV 4

o 0

[
dr k

3
d
3r

k
5

d
5r

] .
k dV + 8" --3 + -- ---5 + ... san wt

o dV 192 dV
o 0

Jeoszoot -

] sin 300t (39)

or more simply, Equation 40,

rf the lock-in amplifier is tuned to the fundamental of the modu-

1ation frequency, i.e., w, the measured amplitude is A
1,

and if it
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is tuned to the second harmonic, 2 , the amplitude is A2• Com

parison of Equations 39 and 40 yields Al and A2 (Equations 41

and 42),

(41)

(42)

and reveals that Al is proportional to the first and all successive

odd derivatives of the collected current, and A
2

to the second and

all successive even derivatives.

Taylor(4l) has thoroughly examined the resolution and sensi-

tivity to be expected from such an analyzer operated in both the

fundamental and harmonic modes assuming that an Auger peak has a

Gaussian distribution containing a total current i. If the modu-

lation and amplitude is less than one half the half-width at ha1f-

amplitude of the Gaussian peak, the amplitudes ~ and A2 are simply,

kdI
dV

o

with errors at peaks of the amplitudes of less than 6%.

of the total Auger current i in the peak,

(43)

(44)

In terms

Al 0.4(k)i (45)a

k
2

.
A = ±O.6(Z)l2 a

where a is the standard deviation of the peak, and if k=a/2, the

maximum amplitude of current in the fundamental mode will be 20%
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of i, and the maximum amplitudes of current in the harmonic mode

will be +1.5% of i.

Contributions to the instrumental broadening of an Auger peak

include:

a. non-equipotential field of the retarding grids,

b. aberrations caused by the potential distribution at
the first grid,

c. imperfections in grid shape and spacing,

d. improper sample positioning and finite beam size,

e. work function variations in the retarding grid,

f. modulation amplitude,

g. stray magnetic fields.

Taylor(4l) has shown that the total instrumental broadening

for a four-grid LEED optics as used in this work is approximately

equal to twice the modulation amplitude, or 0.5% of the Auger

electron energy, whichever is larger.

Since the electron collector is coupled to the detector (lock-

in amplifier) input by a transformer and bias circuit (see Figure 13)

the effective a.c. impedance of this coupler must be known in order

to obtain accurate Auger current measurements.

Since spectra were recorded in both the fundamental and second

harmonic modes, the effective impedance at both frequencies is

required. These values were obtained experimentally by substituting

a signal generator and a current limiting resistor for the collector,

and measuring the output with the lock-in amplifier. The results

are: Z(l kHz) = 9.00 x 104~ and Z(2 kHz) = 2.74 x 105~.

All Auger spectra were recorded on an x-y recorder (Hewlett-
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Packard, model 7034A, Palo Alto, CA 94303) and simultaneously digi-

tized and stored by a computer (PDP-ll/45) as (x,y) data pairs. The

retarding voltage power supply provided a -5V to +5V voltage signal

representing the sweep width of the retarding voltage sweep and

the lock-in amplifier provided a -SV to +5V voltage signal corres-

ponding to minus full scale to plus full scale input sensitivity.

Each of these signals was connected to an instrumentation amplifier

(Analog Devices, model AD52l, Norwood, MA 02062) of unit gain which

served to isolate the instrument from the data transmission line.

The AD521 output signals were connected to twisted pair cables

which were terminated by AD521 instrumentation amplifiers. These

analog signals were then digitized by a l2-bit successive approxi-

mation A/D converter (Borer, Type 1244, Sulothurn, Switzerland)

and the digitized data interfaced to the PDP-ll/45 computer by a

CAMAC module system.

3. Procedures

Prior to beginning experiments on each compound, the entire

vacuum system was baked (main system 250
oC,

gas inlet manifold

200oC) for a minimum of twenty-four hours, and after cooling the

-9base pressure was less than 1 x 10 torr. The platinum crystal

was then cleaned by argon ion bombardment for one hour while being

resistively heated to 1000oC. Argon gas was admitted to the sample

chamber through a variable leak valve to a total pressure of 5 x 10-5

torr with the main ion pumps turned off but with the cryopanel

chilled by liquid nitrogen and with the titanium sublimation pump

operating at a sublimation rate of approximately 0.15 g/hr on a
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20% duty cycle (1 minute per 5 minute cycle). The argon ions were

formed by electron bombardment in an ion bombardment gun (Varian,

After ion bombardment and after the crystal

model 981-1043) and were focused and accelerated toward the crystal

+The Ar beam current at the crystal waswith an energy of 400eV.

-6typically 6 x 10 amps.

had cooled, an Auger spectrum was recorded to verify surface purity.

The organic compounds, which are liquids, were placed in a small

(approximately 1 m1 volume) glass sample tube fitted with an o-ring

sealed valve with which it could be sealed. The transfer of the

sample to the tube was performed in a glove bag which had been

thoroughly purged and filled with pure argon. The glass sample tube

was then attached to the gas inlet manifold and rough pumped

several times to insure removal of all contaminating gases. The

gas inlet manifold was pumped to less than 1 x 10-6 torr and then

the sample tube valve was opened, at which time the manifold pressure

increased to 30-70 microns. The gas samples were contained in

lecture bottles which were connected directly to the gas inlet

manifold, and the manifold was back-filled three times with the gas

sample prior to each experiment.

The clean platinum crystal was positioned directly in front

of, and approximately 1 em away from, the sample inlet needle,

and the variable leak valve to the inlet manifold was adjusted to

-7maintain the partial pressure of the sample greater than 5 x 10

torr. The partial pressure was estimated by monitoring the base

peak of the sample gas with a quadrupole mass spectrometer which

was positioned within a few centimeters of the platinum crystal.

The quadrupole had been calibrated by recording mass spectra for
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several different partial pressures of nitrogen. A plot of peak

height (m/e=28) versus nitrogen partial pressure is shown in Figure

15. Although the relative ionization cross-sections, and the peak

heights of all the fragment ions, must be included for accurate

partial pressure measurements, the values obtained from the base

peak were judged sufficient for this work because the exposures

were a few hundred Langmuirs, and controlled experiments with

allylamine indicated that saturation coverage was achieved after

24 Langmuirs exposure (1 Langmuire exposure = 1 x 10-6 torr for

1 sec).

After exposure the crystal was accurately repositioned at the

center of curvature of the LEED/AES optics, and Auger spectra were

recorded. The primary electron beam energy and current were

-6E =2000eV and I =10 x 10 amps. The beam current was decreased
p p

as much as possible to minimize electron beam damage of the adsorbed

layer and still produce reasonable spectra in terms of signal-to-

noise ratio. Controlled experiments with an allylamine coated

crystal indicated noticeable changes in the carbon Auger peak only

-6after at least 15 minutes of electron bombardment by a 50 x 10

amp beam, and reduction of the beam current by a factor of five

should significantly lessen this effect. The Auger spectra of all

the organic samples were recorded as derivative spectra, i.e.,

harmonic mode, with modulation frequency of 1 kHz, modulation

amplitude of 5V (lOV for oxygen and fluorine spectra), retarding

voltage sweep rate of approximately 2V/sec, and sweep range of 200eV.

For carbon, sulfur, and chlorine the spectra were from 100eV to

300eV; nitrogen, 250-450eV; oxygen, 400-600eV; and fluorine, 550-750eV.
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The energy distribution, N (E), to be used for calculating the
s

backscattering factor was recorded in the fundamental mode from

OeV to 2100eV in consecutive 200eV scans. The sweep range of the

retarding voltage is represented by a 10V ramp centered at OV

which is an auxiliary output of the retarding voltage power supply

and was used to drive the x-axis of the x-y recorder and as the

x-channel input to the AID converter.

The y-axis signal, which represents the energy distribution,

or its derivative, was obtained from two different outputs of the

lock-in amplifier. The front panel output was ±lV for + fu11-

scale sensitivity and was used to drive the recorder y-axis, and

a modified rear panel output was ±5V for ± full-scale sensitivity

and was the y-channe1 input to the AID converter. The output

section of the lock-in amplifier contains a low-pass RC filter,

and a time constant of 0.1 sec was used. The output of a low-pass

RC filter to a step signal is given by:

58

V
v~ut = 1 - exp(- ~C)

1n

therefore, the time, t, required for the output to reach 99% of

(47)

the input value is approximately 5RC. If the signal is represented

by the derivative of a Gaussian with a standard deviation of a,

Equation 48 and Figure 16,

y (48)

the time constant RC can be estimated by considering the portion

of the curve, defined by a±~x, where the amplitude is greater

than 99% of its maximum, i.e., ~x = O.la. The time corresponding
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to this interval for 0 = 5eV and a sweep rate of 2eV/sec is 0.5 sec;

therefore, 5RC = 0.5 sec, or RC = 0.1 sec. Experimental examina-

tion of time constant effects indicated a time constant as large

as 0.3 sec would also be within the 99% limit for a typical Auger

peak.

Using the same assumptions as above, the minimum sampling rate

for the A/D converter can be estimated. In order that the peak

value of the digitized data be within 99% of the measured signal,

the measured signal must be sampled at least one time in the region

o±~x, i.e., once per 0.20, or 2 samples/second. In practice, the

x and y signals were sampled at lOa/sec and averaged in groups of

50 points for a net sampling rate of 20/sec to insure accurate

representation of the analog signals. Calibration factors for the

computer interface were determined by applying known amplitude

signals to the x and y analog data lines.

The digitized data (x, y data pairs) were writte~ into raw

data files by a data logger program written by Gerald Gulden of

the University of Hawaii, Chemistry Department. The raw data

files contained approximately 200 data pairs per spectrum (only

approximate because neither the gating oscillator of the A/D con

verter nor the retarding voltage sweep rate were precisely calib

rated) and a header containing sample identification and instrument

parameter information.

For convenience of future data manipulation and display, the

raw data files were converted to scaled data files by a program

called MOBETTA. This program uses a cubic spline interpolation

method(42) to generate exactly 2048 equally spaced y-values from



the approximat1y 2000 raw x,y data pairs, scale the y-va1ues using

the appropriate calibration and conversion factors, and sets the

x-axis limits to the proper values in electron volts. The spline

computer program subroutines (ICSEVU, ICSICU, and UERTST) were

obtained from International Mathematical and Statistical Libraries

(IMSL), Incorporated, Houston, TX 77036.

61
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IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The compounds studies here are ethylene, I; allylamine, II;

allylacetic acid, III; chlorotrifluoroethylene, IV; and thiophene, V.

H2C = CH CHZNHZ

(II)

F2C = CFCI

(IV)

o
S

(V)

o
CH CH2CH2COH

(III)

These compounds were chosen to include those elements which are

often present, intentionally or as contaminants, in surface studies

so as to provide a comparison of their Auger electron yields. In

addition, the above compounds are structurally similar to compounds

which have been shown to chemisorb readily on platinum and are not

removed by nitrogen, argon, or common aqueous electrolytes, and

. (32 43)which are reasonably well behaved electrochemlcally , •

A. Electrochemistry

The cyclic current-potential, c-p, curve (resulting from linear-

potential-sweep voltammetry) for a clean polycrystalline thin layer

electrode is shown in Figure 17. Similar curves for saturation

coverages of ethylene, allylamine, allylacetic acid, chlorotri-

fluoroethylene, thiophene, and iodide are shown in Figures 18

through 23, respectively. Oxidation of the adsorbed species is

apparent from the increased anodic current, compared with the

clean c-p curve, and the absence of any additional features in the

cathodic current, except for the case of iodide, is indicative of

electrochemically inactive oxidation products. In addition, the
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the fact that the cathodic current is the same as for the clean

electrode indicates that the surface of the electrode was oxidized

to the same extent; therefore, data obtained from the clean electrode

can be used to correct for the background reactions.

The number of electrons transferred per molecule (n-value) for

oxidation of the hydrocarbon layers was determined by potential-

step coulometry and the results are reported in Table IV. The

initial potential was 0.15V NaCE, at which the hydrocarbon layer

was stable, and the final potential was 1.lV NaCE, at which oxi-

dation of the hydrocarbon layer and the platinum surface took

place rapidly. Since the quantity of reactant per experiment was

-9less than 10 mole, subsequent non-electrochemical examinations

of the reaction products could not be performed; however, the

electrochemical results are consistent with oxidation reactions

described by Equations 49 through 53.

+ -CZH4(ads)
+ 4HZO + ZCO

Z
+ lZH + lZe (49)

C
3H5NHZ(ads) + 4HZO + CO

Z
+ HogCHZNH

Z
+ 10H+ + 10e- (50)

C
4H7goH(adS)

+ 4HZO + CO
Z

+ H08cHzCHzgOH + 10H+ + 10e- (51)

The reactions of ethylene, allylamine, allylacetic acid, and Chloro-

triflouroethylene (Equations 49, 50, 51 and 5Z) are reasonably con-

sistent, and are in agreement with the observations of Lane and
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Summary of Electrochemistry Results
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Compound
Oxidative

Charge u-value
q(sat), j.lcou1

r (sat)x109
p 2
mole/em

.
9r 100 (sat)xlO

mole/em?'

Ethylene 1209.2+26.7 11. 56.±O. 73 o. 908:!:0.020 0.696+0.015

Allylamine 1274.3+37.5 lOa J • 148.-:1::°.034 0.879+0.026

Allylacetic Acid 921. 8+28.0 9. 98.±O.63 0.831+0.025 0.637+0.019

Chlorotrifluoro- 466.7+49.5 4.16.±O.20 L05l-t{).1l1 0.805+0.085
ethylene

Thiophene 1382.4+32.8 12.2+1.0 1.038+0.025 0.795+0.019

a Reference 32.
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Hubbard(32) who studied a variety of substituted olefins chemisorbed

on platinum. Electrochemical oxidation of thiophene has not been

reported; however, Blanchard and Goichon(44) have reported a 75%

selectivity for the formation of thiomaleic anhydride and maleic

anhydride upon gas-phase oxidation of thiophene over a 10% Mo0
3-Ti02

catalyst, and in a study of catalyst poisoning, Paluchowa et al(45)

found that 0.1 - 1.0% thiophene in benzene was oxidized to maleic

anhydride, S02' S03' HZS, CS 2, and S, and that the vanadium catalyst

was not poisoned. These observations tend to support the net reaction

of Equation 53 which can be written as a six-electron oxidation to

form thiomaleic anhydride which is subsequently oxidized to maleic

acid and S02 in another six-electron reaction, Equation 54. Since

the exact mechanism for the

.: on + 6R+ + - (54)+ 2R20 -+ 6e

S S

1+4H20 > ay==yo
+ S02 + 6H+ + 6e-

HO OR

reaction is not important in the present work, the experiments

necessary to verify this proposed mechanism have been reserved for

future studies.

Saturation coverages of the organic compounds on the polycry-

stalline electrode, r (sat), were determined by potential-step coulo
p

metry and are reported in Table IV. Also listed in the table are

the Pt(lOO) single crystal coverages, flOO(sat), calculated from the

polycrystalline coverage data utilizing the proportionality factor

0.766.
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B. Auger Electron Spectroscopy

A typical derivative Auger spectrum from a clean platinum crystal

is shown in Figure 24 for the energy regions of interest in this study.

All of the features are attributable to various platinum Auger transi-

tions and are labelled (x-ray notation) according to the most likely

major contributor to the particular features. Similar spectra for

a hydrocarbon coated crystal are shown in Figures 25 through 29

where the coatings are ethylene, allylamine, allylacetic acid,

chlorotrifluoroethylene, and thiophene, respectively. In addition to

the Auger features from the various elements, one should note the

occurance of hydrocarbon peaks overlapping with platinum peaks, and

the appreciable curvature of the background in the IOO-300eV region,

both of which further complicate quantitative data interpretation.

It is quite common in the literature to use the peak-to-peak

amplitudes of features in a derivative spectrum as a measure of

relative Auger yields to obtain relative concentrations of the various

elements present. The major advantages of this method are that the

measurements are easily done and that the spectrometer need only be

calibrated by analyzing samples of known composition, i.e., inten-

sities in arbitrary units are satisfactory. If the spectrometer

detector is calibrated,

from these peak-to-peak

absolute Auger yields, I , can be calculated
a

amplitudes(46,47) by assuming a peak shape

(usually Gaussian) if a small modulation amplitude (k<cr/2) is used.

These methods are susceptible to errors deriving from changes in

peak shape due to chemical effects, overlap of peaks, and distortions

due to the modulation amplitude; however, in cases where all the

Auger peaks are reasonably of the same shape and the other effects
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are minimized, good results can be obtained.

Houston has used an instrument response formalism for the potential

modulation differentiation technique to dervice the exact relationship

between the measured signal and the true Auger yield(48). The true

Auger yield I for a particular transition, defined as the total
a

current contained in the peak, can be obtained from the derivative

of the energy distribution N'(E') by double integration, i.e.,

I a = f[£E N' (E')dE'] dE (55)

where the integration limits include the entire Auger feature. The

measured quantity A
2(E)

can be expressed as the convolution product

of N'(E') and the potential modulation instrument response function

and the measured Auger yield is then

(56)

I
m

(57)

2
The integral within the square brackets is T2*N(E) , so Equation 57

becomes

(58)

The integral of the response function for sinusoidal modulation with

amplitude k is ~k2, and the last integral in Equation 58 is simply

the true Auger yield It' Therefore, the true Auger yield is related

to the double integral of the measured derivative signal by

I - i- I - i- ((A
2(E')dE'dEa - k2 m - k2 ))' (59)
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This relationship is true regardless of the shape of the Auger

feature and of the modulation amplitude, as has been verified

experimentally for modulation amplitudes from 0.1 to 25eV(49).

Double integration of the measured signal to obtain the Auger yield

was used in the work presented here.

In order for Equation 59 to be valid, the background in the

interval of integration must be zero, and as was noted previously,

this is not the case here. Houston has proposed a method, called

dynamic background subtraction (DBS), for eliminating all the secondary

1 t b k d d O d ° • ° (50) HO h d ° ° 1e ec ron ac groun ur1ng ata acqu1s1t1on • 1S met 0 1S S1mp y

an extension of the usual potential modulation differentiation scheme:

detect the highest order derivative signal required to remove the

background, say n, and then record the nth integral of the signal.

In order for this scheme to work, the radius of convergence of the

Auger feature must be much smaller than that of the background

function, i.e., the order, p, of the polynomial required to fit the

Auger feature must be several higher than that, q, for the background

function so that the contribution of the q+l low order terms of the

Auger polynomial is small. The closer p and q are to being the

same, the greater the error will be in the resulting integrated Auger

peak.

Although Houston's approach is dynamical, i.e., real-time, it should

be possible to apply the same idea to existing, digitally recorded

data, and this was done. However, the low signal to noise ratio of

the data recorded in this work, a result of the low-electron beam

currents used to minimize sample damage, prohibited useful application

of this method. The difficulties encountered in digital differen-



tiation and integration of noisy data are well known, e.g., offsets

which integrate to slopes which integrate to curves, etc. However,

it appeared that with data having better signal to noise ratio,

taking three derivatives digitally of derivative data followed by

four integrals would yield acceptable N(E) spectra. This method

would be very useful, and almost essential, for studying Auger

peaks originating from the substrate.

Since in the present work the platinum peaks were not of par-

ticular interest, their contribution, as well as that of the back

ground, was removed by a spectrum subtraction technique (SST)(57)

in which some fraction ~b of a clean platinum spectrum is subtracted

from the spectrum of the coated crystal. The attenuation factor,

~b' can be derived by assuming the platinum electrons are emitted

f h f ° • dO Lb . (Z9) d drom t e sur ace 1n a COS1ne 1str1 ut10n an are attenuate

exponentially, Equation 60, which is normalized to unity in the

absence of an adsorbed layer

feZ
~b = Z.684)~ cose

ez
(60)

and where fTcr
T

has been substituted in the exponent for D/l
a

accor

ding to Equation 15. Since the energy dependence of 0b through crT

is gradual over the range of energies included in an Auger peak, it

is a resonable approximation to treat 0
b

as an energy-independent

term and to evaluate it at the average energy of each Auger transition.

The occurance of f
T

in the expression for 0
b

implied that an iterative

procedure be used when determining surface concentrations from

measured Auger intensities; however, 0b is not very sensitive to

f
T

(variation from one-half to full monolayer coverage results in
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only about a 10% change in 0b) and iteration to self consistency is

unessential for most cases. In the present work, it was convenient

to evaluate 0
b

empirically. The value of 0b was adjusted until the

difference spectrum, i.e., a coated spectrum minus 0
b

times a clean

platinum spectrum, had features attributable only to the adsorbed

layer, Figure 30.

Numerical integration of the difference spectra yields the Auger

peaks with non-zero background on their low energy side because

of inelastic scattering, Figure 3la. Derivation of the expression

for the total Auger yield (Equation 22) excludes inelastically

scattered electrons; ther~fore, the inelastic tails must be removed

before integrating the Auger peaks to find I. Lacking a precise
a

description of all the inelastic scattering mechanisms and their

magnitudes, a model which is frequently used in photoelectron

spectroscopy(52,53) was used here. This model assumes that electron

intensity distributed in a delta function at energy E will have a

constant inelastic tail at all energies less than E and the magnitude

of the tail is some fraction of the magnitude of the delta function,

Figure 3lb.

Applying this model to an electron energy distribution which

ranges from E. to E (E. <E ) means that the background B(E)m1n max m1n max

at energy E<E is a constant fraction of the sum of all the
max

intensities, I(E), from E+~E to E where I(E) is the true electron
max

E
B(E) = Constant xl: max I(E)dE

E
(61)

intensity, i.e., measured intensity A(E) minus the inelastic back-

ground, and the summation has been written as the integral over the
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same limits. Equation 61 requires a prior knowledge of B(E) to

calculate itself; therefore, an interative approach is suggested.

The initial value of the constant is obtained by integrating the

measured intensity A(E) from E. to E and dividing this areamln max

into A(E .). The background function is calculated from Equation 61mln

using A(E) for I(E), and then I(E), is calculated by Equation 62.

I(E) = A(E) - B(E) (62)

A new value for the constant is calculated by Equation 63 and used

in Equation 61.

Constant = A(E . )/ rEmax
I(E)dE

mln JE .
mln

(63)

This procedure is repeated until the integral of I(E) changes by a

negligible amount, which usually requires only a few iterations. The

integral of I(E) is the area of the Auger peak corrected for in-

elastic scattering, i.e., it is the Auger yield I !
a

A typical Auger

peak, minus the inelastic tail is shown in Figure 31c. Figures 32

through 37 show the results of the above background correction and

integration methods on representative Auger spectra of carbon,

nitrogen, oxygen, fluorine, sulfur, and chlorine, respectively. The

mean Auger yields, I , for these elements in each of the compounds
a

studied are listed in Table V; since in most cases only four spectra

were run for each compound, the uncertainties listed are the maximum

deviations from the mean. Also included in the table for reference

are average peak-to-peak values obtained from the derivative spectra.

The experimental proportionality constant, G(exp), between the

Auger yield and surface concentration was calculated from the measured
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Table V.

Experimental Auger Yields and Peak-to-P~ak Amplitudes

Auger Peak-to-Peak
Compound Element Transition Energy Auger Yield Amplitude

eV 109 12.. amps 10 amps

-
Ethylene C KLL 268 1. 57 +0.35 8.94 +0.62

Allylamine C KLL 268 2.65 ±C. 92 9.65 +1.69

N KLL 383 0.322 +0.005 4.30 +2.23

Ally1acetic Ado C KLL 268 1.58 +0.23 9.55 +0.80

a KLL 516 0.138 +0.035 0.289+0.109

Ch1orotrifl~oro-
,., KLL 268 6.601 +0.086. 4.62 +0.48v

ethylene
F KLL 659 0.0568+0.0062 0.338~.095

Cl Ll.'frI 181 1. 70 +0.08 50.74 +1. 31

Thiophene C KLL 268 1. 60 +0.17 7.36 +O.i6

S LMlvI 149 1. 96 ,±O.41 49.15 ±2.98

1.0
w
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yields and concentrations by means of Equation 23, and is compared

in Table VI with the theoretical factor, G(theory), calculated by

means of Equation 24. The agreement between experiment and theory

is not very good. One possible cause of this discrepancy is the

uncertainty associated with the surface concentrations. The elec-

trochemically determined surface concentrations are believed to be

accurate and precise when considering a platinum electrode-aqueous

electrolyte system; unfortunately, the surface layers for the Auger

studies were prepared in vacuum, and the prepared crystal was not

accessible for direct electrochemical analysis. Normalizing the

G(exp)-values should improve agreement with the G(theory)-values if

the surface coverages in vacuum were indeed different than those

determined electrochemically.

Ethylene is the simplest and smallest molecule of those studied

here, and therefore is the least likely to be the least influenced

by the presence or absence of the electrolyte solution. In addition,

the ethylene surface coverage of 0.32 determined in this work is

consistent with the results of detailed LEED studies(54) of ethylene

on a Pt(lOO) crystal which indicated a C(2x2) surface structure which

implies a maximum surface coverage of 0.50. Therefore, the ethylene

carbon G(exp)-value was assumed correct, and all the remaining values

adjusted accordingly. The adjusted values are designated G(adj) in

Table VI, and are within 30% of the theoretical values with the

exception of fluorine. The larger deviation of the fluorine result

can probably be attributed to its small ionization cross-section and

the difficulty of detecting a very small signal.
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Since the G-values include a contribution (less than 20%)

which is a function of the substrate material (backscattering factor)

the quantity more generally useful is the ionization cross-section,

Q; therefore, the experimentally determined values of Qexp(E =2000eV)
p

are listed in Table VI.

As mentioned previously, it is common in the literature to report

Auger yields relative to some reference peak as ratios of peak-to-

peak amplitudes measured from derivative spectra; therefore, similar

data obtained in this work are listed in Table VII together with Auger

yield ratios for comparison. The Auger yield ratios are relative

to the carbon peak at 273eV, and peak-to-peak ratios relative to

both the carbon 273eV peak and the platinum 235eV peak are reported.

The peak-to-peak amplitudes have been corrected for overlap with

platinum peaks when necessary (chlorine, sulfur, and nitrogen) by

assuming all platinum peaks were attenuated by the same factor which

was determined by the ratio of the coated Pt(235) peak to the Pt(235)

peak from the clean platinum crystal. For example, the corrected

388eV nitrogen peak amplitude is determined by

N(388) d= N(388) - Pt(388)clean x Pt(235)coated (64)
correcte Pt(235)clean

Comparing the yield ratios and the peak-to-peak ratios relative to

C(273) for chlorine and sulfur suggests that caution must be exer-

cised when interpreting results obtained by peak-to-peak measurements

alone.



Table VI.

Comparison of Auger Experimental and Theoretical Results

Compound E'l.ement; t/Jc
-14 9 G(exp) G(theory) G(adj) r (adj) Q(exp)rxlO I xlO

'J a 20 2 10 2 1020 2atoms/cm- x10 em x10- cm x em

--
Ethylene C 0.107 8.38 1.57 17- 119. :1.75. 8.38 44.6-.:>.

Allylamine C 0.107 15.9 2.65 156. 119. 175. 14.2 44.6

N 0.107 5.29 0.322 56.9 65.5 63.8 4.72 16.8

A11y1acetic Acid C 0.107 19.2 1.58 76.9 119. 175. 8.44 44.6

0 0.107 7.67 0.138 16.8 37.3 38.2 3.38 10.3

Chlorotrifluoro- C 0.107 12.2 0.601 46.0 119. 175. 3.21 44.6
ethylene

F 0.107 18.3 0.0568 2.90 21.1 11.0 4.82 3.03

C1 0.107 6.10 1. 70 260. 753. 989. 1.60 235.

Thiophene C 0.107 19.2 1.60 77.9 119. 175. 8.54 44.6

S 0.107 4.79 1. 96 382. 1019. 858. 2.13 210.

1.0
0\
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Table VII.

Summary of Auger Data

Compound Element. Auger Yield Yield P-to-P P-t:o-P
a Ratioa,c b camp Ratio Ratio '

-----
Ethylene C

-9 1.00 LOO L091. 57xlO

Allylamine C 2.65xlO- 9 1.00 1.00 1.52

N 3.22xlO-10 0.122 0.297 0.478

Allylacetic Acid -9 1.00 1.00 1.23C 1. 58xlO

-10 0.0873 0.0304 0.03650 1. 38xlO

Chlorotrifluoro-
-10 LOO 1.00 0.498C 6.0lxlO

ethylene
5. 68xlO- ll10' 0.0945 0.0710 0.0379

Cl -9 2.829 10.461. 78x10 5.31

Thiophene
-9 1.00 1.00 L03C 1. 60xlO

<'
-9 1.225 5.44 5.60o 1. 96xlO

a Relative to the Carbon 268eV peak.

b Relative to the Platinum 235eV peak from the coated sample.

c Peak-to-Peak values Here Gorrected for contributions from Platinum
peaks when necessary (Cl, S, and N).
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v. SUMMARY

It has been demonstrated in this work that a four-grid LEED/AES

optics operating as a retarding field electron energy analyzer in

the conventional potential modulation scheme can be readily calibrated

and interfaced to a computer, or similar data logging device, for

measuring absolute electron yields. The advantage of potential

modulation with lock-in amplifier detection is the suppression of

the slowly changing inelastic, and secondary, electron background

upon which the Auger features are superimposed so that the gain of

the detector may be increased to detect the small amplitude Auger

signals. Recently, an integrated circuit device, called a voltage

controlled oscillator (vea), has become available which when combined

with a preamplifier and with automated data acquisition will allow

direct recording of the collected current. The vea's currently

5
available produce an output frequency from a to 1 x 10 Hz corres-

ponding to an input of 0 to 10 volts which is a sufficiently large

dynamic range that Auger spectra can be recorded and retrieved from

the collected data by numerical differentiation. The advantage of

this approach is the simplicity of the electronics which results in

greater stability and lower cost; however, this approach requires

some sort of computer controlled, real-time video display if one

wishes to monitor the data as it is being recorded.

An equation has been presented which relates the Auger yield

to the surface concentration of the emitter (Equation 22). An

expression for the collection efficiency of the detector (Equation 18)

has been derived, and the backscattering factor (Equation 20)



evaluated in a more exact way than other workers have done. The

agreement of the experimental results with Equation 22 as summarized

in Table VI is reasonably good (better than 20% in most cases);

therefore, this equation, and the techniques used in this work for

evaluating the various terms, is useful for determining surface

concentrations, or ionization cross-sections. The uncertainty in

the surface concentrations resulting from the electrochemistry

experiments being performed separate from the Auger experiments can

eventually be resolved by a substantial redesign of the vacuum

compatible thin-layer electrode (vac-TLE) which was described in

Reference 55; however, accumulation of carbonaceous contamination

within the Vac-TLE during the vacuum system bakeout prohibited

accurate surface concentration determination with it, so it was

not used.

99
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